Raise the Baton - Ode to Storytelling Auction

Welcome to the Raise the Baton 2020 Auction!

**Auction Bidding:** This year's Raise the Baton auction will take place virtually. We are grateful to be able to share so many fun and beautiful items. All of these had come to us through incredibly generous donors right before the Covid-19 pandemic arrived in early March. Here is how the auction works:

**June 29: Round One opens.** The auction opens for the first round of bidding. **To place your bid:** Send an email to Betsy McCann via development@ysomusic.org. Include your name, phone number, item number and the amount of your bid. If you prefer to place your bid over the phone, call her at 509-930-3324. All bids will remain confidential through the end of each round.

**July 7, 11:59pm: Round One closes; Round Two opens.** We will send emails to the top five bidders inviting them to increase their bids beyond the highest bid received to date. These bids should be submitted by email or phone using the same process described above by July 9 at 11:59pm.

**July 9, 11:59pm: Round Two closes; Round Three opens.** We will send emails to the top three bidders inviting them to increase their bids beyond the highest bid received to date. These bids should be submitted by email or phone using the same process described above by July 11 at 11:59pm.

**July 11, 11:59pm: Round Three closes; auctions conclude.** Successful bids must meet the minimum reserve amount for each item.

**July 12: Winners will be notified.** We will coordinate curbside pick-up of items downtown at the YSO office with winners after July 12. Items cannot be shipped.

Thank you for supporting the YSO by participating in our auction!
Conduct the YSO!
An opportunity of a lifetime!
Conduct the YSO on a piece of music on an upcoming season!
For yourself, for a friend, or as a gift to a student musician!

Value: Priceless Reserve: $5,000

#102 Beach Home in Oceanside, OR

All Decked Out!
4-Night Beach Home Stay in Oceanside, OR

3 Bedrooms
3 Bathrooms
Sleeps 7
Full, modern kitchen
Cable, Wi-Fi
Walk to the beach
Minutes from crabbing, clamming, fishing
Wrap-around deck
Expires 12/31/2020

For information, email development@ysomusic.org

Courtesy of Ron & Diann Rockstrom

Value: up to $1,850 Reserve: $925
#103 Rustic Allegiance Flag

Three-foot American flag
Custom-created by Rustic Allegiance Woodworks
Pine wood; With a ‘wave’
Finished product will be similar to the picture

Learn more about Rustic Allegiance Woodworks on Facebook and Instagram

Courtesy of Brady Lamb & Rustic Allegiance Woodworks

Value: $1,000  Reserve: $500

#104 “YSO” by Cheryl Hahn

“YSO”
Graphite, acrylic, color pencil and ink
24” x 18”
Framed
2020

The design is a circular motif that incorporates the letters Y.S.O. It expresses a sense of unity, place and musical energy.

* The red “Y” can be viewed as a symbol of Yakima as well as referencing a tuning fork.
* The “S” is embedded within the green fertile hills of our Valley.
* The “O” stands for the sun that graces our community.

Value: $525  Reserve: $300
#105 Winter Holiday Quilt

- Size: Queen
- Locally handmade with a sleeve for hanging
- Never used or displayed
- Pattern as seen in photos
- Blue border with candy canes, holly, berries

*Courtesy of Pam Perun*

Value: $700  Reserve: $350

#106 Necklace & Earring Set

- Sterling Silver
- Cubic Zirconia
- Necklace & Earring Set

*Courtesy of Dunbar Jewelers*

Value: $249  Reserve: $249
Pollinators!
Beautiful burnished metal bees and flowers wall hanging
Approximate dimensions: 26” wide x 16” tall

Courtesy of Eric Bigham
Value: $100 Reserve: $50

#108 Diamond & Pearl Necklace

10KWG Diamond & 5 Pearl Necklace

Courtesy of Dunbar Jewelers
Value: $450 Reserve: $450
#109 Shawl by Elmer Bigham

Handwoven Shawl
Extraordinarily Soft
Tan, Gray, White

Dimensions (excluding fringe): 20” x 74”

Courtesy of Elmer Bigham

Value: $200  Reserve: $200

#110 Stoneware Vase

Beautiful Stoneware Vase
Approximate Dimensions: 7” x 7”
Includes black circular stand for display

Courtesy of Becky and Larry Scholl

Value: $200  Reserve: $200
#111 Signed Golan Score Study Book

Signed Copy!
Score Study Passes
by Lawrence Golan
Paperback
Published
March 27, 2020

“A professional conductor's guide to preparing a musical score for performance. This book outlines Lawrence Golan's renowned, thorough and systematic approach to preparing scores for rehearsal and performance. It describes, step by step, the process through which he studies scores and includes not only the how, but also the why for each step. This approach, and the explanation thereof, may be used for preparing to conduct musical scores of any type, from Baroque to Contemporary, Classical to Pops and Orchestral to Opera. In addition, it is a very effective tool for the teaching of conducting.”

[As listed on Amazon.com]

Value: $26  Reserve: $26

#112 Signed Golan Bach Book

Signed Copy!
Bach: Three Sonatas and Three Partitas for Solo Violin: Bwv 1001-1006
by Lawrence Golan
Paperback
Published May 15, 2015

“...a must for any violinist interested in performing the Bach Sonatas and Partitas in an historically informed manner.”

[As listed on Amazon.com]

Value: $20  Reserve: $20
Set of Two Signed Copies!

Signed Copy
Lawrence Golan
Violin Scale System,
Volume 1 (Major Scales)

Paperback
164 pages
Published April 3, 1997

Signed Copy
Lawrence Golan
Violin Scale System,
Volume 2 (Minor Scales)

Paperback
164 pages
Published May 5, 1997

Value: $40  Reserve: $40

#114 Musical Hanger

Musical Over-the-Door Hanger
Approximate Dimensions: 11” tall x 12” wide

Value: $30  Reserve: $30
#115 Storytellers Princess Skirt

Storytellers Princess Skirt
Pink with Gold
Child’s: One Size
Brand: Hanna Andersson
To wear to the symphony or at home!

Value: $30  Reserve: $30

#116 Storytellers Swan Lake Set

Storytellers Swan Lake Wings & Tutu Set
White
Child’s: One Size
Brand: Hanna Andersson
For the budding dancer!

Value: $70  Reserve: $70
#117 Storytellers Star Wars Hats

Star Wars!
A Favorite Storyteller!
Fantastic Musical Scores!

Children’s
Knitted
Winter Hats
Size: Medium

Storytellers Collection
R2-D2
Princess Leia
Darth Vader

Purchased through
Hanna Andersson

Value: $90
Reserve: $90

#118 Children’s Instrument Set

Children’s Instrument Set

Xylophone
Triangle
Harmonica
Kazoo
& more!

Value: $30
Reserve: $30